The contribution of small angle nuclear scattering to uncertainties in bubble chamber measurements is re-examined to include experiments at high momenta (above 4 GeV/c).
(2) The purpose of this note is to correct for this and extend the range of validity of the expression for multiple nuclear scattering to include the high energies presently-T,available at accelerators.
2.
The General Problem at High Energies: 
where p is the momentum of the particle, CT~ is the total scattering cross section, and N is the number of scattering centers per unit volume. It is clear from this formula that K increases without bound at high energies.
The source of the breakdown lies in the limits of integration.
At high energies the upper limit of integration is not set by the presence of a kink in the track but rather by the appearance of a proton recoil in the bubble chamber. At 10 GeV/c, for example, ~ scattering through 0.02 radians would be accompanied by a proton width approximately 200 MeV/c and range of 3.5 cm in liquid hydrogen. ,
Since the upper limit is now set by the momentum of the recoiling proton, it is useful to rewrite expression (1) in terms of momentum-transfersquared:
where E, E' are the total laboratory energies of the incident particle before and after scattering respectively and G, ;I are the momenta before and after scattering; for very forward scattering angles 8, E X E', to a very good approximation, and
where ICY is that value of T for which-the recoiling proton is detectable by a scanner.
Many experiments on diffraction scattering at high energies have been performed in the past three years. (3) From these data is is apparent that at high energies and small T, da ., d7 may be written to a very good approximation, as da z =Oo ed-bd " (I . . e (6) .,,I
., This expression is appealing since it is independent of b.
this is a more satisfactory expression for K since it goes P '2 for large p. :t Bp2 t : P < PC L If we assume cso is roughly constant as a function of p, the coefficients A and B depend only upon the kind of particle undergoing scattering. Table I ..-
